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4 out of 4 specifications accredited
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4 out of 4 specifications accredited
AQA
OCR
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AS: 4 out of 4 specifications accredited
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WJEC Eduqas
A level: 4 out of 4 specifications accredited
AQA
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AS: 5 out of 6 specifications accredited
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A level: 5 out of 6 specifications accredited
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AS: 4 out of 4 specifications accredited
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AS: 3 out of 5 specifications accredited
OCR A
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A Level: 2 out of 5 specifications accredited
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AS: 3 out of 3 specifications accredited
AQA
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Note: Ofqual met with representatives of each exam board on 11 November to
 discuss some common issues about maths within chemistry qualifications.
 Ofqual will consider revised specifications when they are submitted.
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AS: 5 out of 5 specifications accredited
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A level: 5 out of 5 specifications accredited
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AS: 3 out of 3 specifications accredited
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AS: 2 out of 4 specifications accredited
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AS: 5 out of 5 specifications accredited
AQA
OCR A
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AS: 3 out of 3 specifications accredited
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OCR
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A level: 3 out of 3 specifications accredited
AQA
OCR
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